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Combi bathing lift SENTA PUR L
The innovative solution for bathing and showering …
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¡ in withFits any existing nursing and care tub

¡ Versatile stretchersystem, applicable as seat and lift

¡ - shapedTrouble free self-entry due to H- chassis

¡ Cable remote control with of theindication

charging condition of the battery

¡ Frame made out ofconstruction powder coated

stainless steel

¡ Laterally swivelling battery for narrow doorways

¡ Closed, easy to move double castors two of;

them lockable

¡ Skin-friendly, removeable PUR-padding

¡ Seat area with large, care openingcoverable

¡ Manual emergency lowering system

¡ Max. patient weight 150 kg

¡ Optional: lift modules, lift modulesstretcher stretcher

pared for pluggable footrestpre , patient scale, side rail,

bedpan support, foot rest

Product advantages combi bathing lift SENTA

Stretcher lift

modules

Can be

effortlessly

extended into

a complete

stretcher

lift ...

The SENTA PUR L combi bathing lift fulfils the highest demands on quality and

reliability. It is versatilely applicable and can be operated easily and safely by one

single nurse only …

Combi showering and bathing lift SENTA PUR L

The SENTA PUR L showering and bathing lift is just the right

device to shower or bath the patient anytime safely and

comfortably. The combi bathing lift fits in with any existing

nursing and care tub. It can be effortlessly converted into a

complete stretcher lift by means of the optional stretcher lift

modules to be attached to the both sides of the seat. The

stretcher lift modules are positively adjustable in 3 steps and

can be separately removed. The chassis is designed in such a

way that a self-entry of the resident without any obstacles for

his legs or heels is possible. Standard safety belts, surrounding

handles as well as optionally available side rail offer the resident

a necessary safety. The low chassis enables the lift to pass

underneath nursing beds and provides for an easy transfer

from the bed.


